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Chapter 1

Abstract

A comparative study has been made to investigate hardware implementations of neural networks.
The possibilities of switched current techniques are estimated and compared to other analog and
mixed analog-digital techniques. The switched current technique can advantageuosly be used to
implement synapses with respect to switched capacitor techniques due to its smaller occupied
chip area. A system design of a hardware implementation of a perceptron neural net's forward
path is made. The neural subsystem topologies are selected and dimensioned. The neural
network is implemented in a 2.4J.Lm N-well C-MOS technology.
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Chapter 2

Introduction

Artificial neural networks have the potency to play an important role in the domain of signal
processing in the future. They are used in areas where common signal processing systems that
use algorithmic solutions are slow or show degraded performance. WeIl known application areas
for neural networks are for instance pattern recognition and optimization problems. Another
advantage is that neural networks do not need exact statistical knowledge of the problems to be
solved, whereas most algorithmic signal processing systems do. Finally, large neural networks
are fault tolerant, whereas algorithmic solutions are not.

These advantages are the result of the structural and functional properties of neural networks.
Neural networks consist of a huge number of simple non-linear processing elements (neurons)
that operate in parallel and are mutually connected. Due to this massive parallelism, a very high
processing power is obtained. The fault tolerance of the neural network and the ability to tackle
complicated problems is owed to the distribution of the signal processing over a huge number of
parallel elements and to the non linear behavior of the neurons. Finally, the neural network's
ability to learn from examples by means of a learning rule make neural networks attractive when
statistical data of a problem is not known or too complex.

In the recent period, a lot of effort has been made to realize neural hardware and software
in a variety of technologies. This report intents to investigate the possibilities of the switched
current technique (SI) to implement neural networks, and to show the design and implementation
of a switched current neural network. In this introduction, the switched current technique is
introduced first. Second a number of neural hardware implementations in the CMOS technique
is reviewed. Third, the possibilities of the switched current technique in neural hardware designs
are estimated. Finally the switched current neural network design is introduced.

2.1 The switched current technique

The switched current technique is an analog sampled data technique that was first introduced
by J.B. Hughes [30] in 1989. This technique uses the parasitic gate capacitance of a MOS
transistor to implement a current memory. Because the parasitic capacitance is used, no linear
capacitances are necessary, and a cheap standard digital CMOS process can be used for the
implementation. By using a clocked version of the current memory, analog time discrete signal
processing circuits can be implemented. Examples are delay lines, integrators, AID and DIA
converters, and even phase locked loops. The simplest switched current basic circuit is the
second generation current copier cell [1]. The cell is depicted in figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Second generation current copier cello

The operation of the cell is as follows: In phase 4>1 the memory transistor MI is diode con
nected and the gate-source voltage (~81) settles to a value that corresponds to a drain-source

current It:l = rt,: +J. In phase </>2, the charge on the parasitic gate-source capacitance Ggd
is held. So the drain-source current is held (It:l = It:l)' The output current therefore equals
I't:.t = -It,:. The output current is a delayed and negated version of the input current.

In practical circuits, non-ideal behavior like channellength modulation and charge injection of
the switches cause errors in the current transfer function of the memory cello These errors can
be minimized by dimensioning or compensated for by extra circuitry.

2.2 Review of neural hardware implementations

There are roughly three different groups of hardware for neural nets in the CMOS technology:
Digital, analog, and mixed analog digital implementations.

• Digital implementations often use microcomputer structures that sequentially calculate
the activation of a number of neurons. In this way, processing speed is traded off for
flexibility, silicon area and precision [2]. Advantages of digital implementations are their
programmability and accuracy. All known learning rules can be implemented on chip.
Disadvantages are their use of large silicon areas with respect to analog implementations
and their lack of exploiting the parallelism that is available in neural nets.

• Analog implementations use analog signal processing to calculate a neurons output sig
nal. A large variety of analog processing techniques exist. Examples are current mode,
transconductance mode, or time-sampled techniques as switched capacitor. When constant
weights are used, and the neural net is not aimed at learning, analog implementations are
advantageous because of their high processing speed and small chip area. Using standard
chip technology, it is not yet possible to construct a non- volatile analog memory that
memorizes an arbitrary value [3]. This property and the analog components limited ac
curacy are the main disadvantages of analog implementations. On-chip training is only
possible with learning rules that tolerate the analog circuits inaccuracies such as stochastic
training or weight perturbation.
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• Mixed analog digital implementations use both digital and analog signal processing. They
often apply digital weights storage and digital techniques to realize the learning algorithm
and to make the neural net programmabie. The calculation of a neurons output signal is
usually implemented in an analog manner. An example is given in [4] that uses digital
weights storing and off-chip training. Of course countless other combinations are possible.

In this report, only a limited number of implementations in analog and mixed analog digital
techniques are taken into account. The reviewing is done in two steps: 1. Four important neural
building blocks - Multiplier; Weights storagej Activation functionj and Learning algorithm - are
graded on their most significant design parameters. 2. These parameters - Accuracyj Micro-chip
areaj Supply voltage and power consumptionj and Processing bandwidth - are compared.

2.2.1 Grading and comparing the neural hardware

In this section an incomplete, for this project relevant set of neural hardware is reviewed and
compared. The grading of the neural building blocks is accounted for in appendix C.

2.2.2 Multiplier

The transconductance multiplier is mostly used in analog neural multipliers as is shown in
table 2.1. It uses a relatively small number of transistors (4-19) and achieves intermediate
accuracy (1- 5%) at high processing speeds. Chip area and power consumption of the shown
chips using this multiplier are in the same order. Mixed analog digital implementations have
accurate multipliers, but have lower processing speeds than transconductance multipliers. The
area and number of transistors used by the multiplying digital to analog converters depends
on the number of input bits. No accuracy data is available, but it is possible to realize low
power realizations [4]. When only binary input signals and fixed binary weights are used, an
area optimized multiplier is possible [16]. Some fixed weight multipliers are optimized on speed
[10, 16].

Neural multipliers

Reference Quadrants Type Area Transistors Power Accuracy Speed
- - [A2] - [Watt] % [MHz]

[4] 4 Multiplying AID 5E3 30 10E-6 - -
[9] 4 Gilbert 4.4E3 19 - 5 4.0

[15] 4 Transconductance - 4 9E-4 - 3.3
[7) 4 Transconductance 2.8E3 4 3E-4 - -

[17] 4 Gilbert 2.0E3 6 4E-4 - -
[10] 4 Transistor ratios - 9 - 2-5 20
[12] 4 Transconductance - 5 - 1 -
[13] 4 Pulse width modo - - - - -
[11) 2 Synchrone pulse 2.1E3 - 3E-3 1 1
[16] 4 Capacitor ratios 18.3 0 - 1 10

[18, 19] 4 Multiplying AID 8.6E3 13 2E-4 - 10

Table 2.1: Design parameters of neural multipliers
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2.2.3 Weight storage

Analog weight storage is most common on the chips considered as can be seen in Table 2.2.
Accuracies of up to 8 bits are used for realizing neural weight values. In this review, there
is too little data available that deals with the weight storage chip area, but an advantageous
combination of weight storage and multiplier implementation is used in [9] and [17]. This
type of weight storage does not occupy extra chip area as the multipliers input transistor gate
capacitance is used for weight storage. All chips that use analog weight storage, except for
the ":O.oating gates" chip [17] need refreshing circuitry, and external non-volatile digital memory.
Digital weight storage [4] for analog neural net realizations is not often used, probably [3] because
of the relatively large chip area required.

Weight storage

Reference Type Analog or Accuracy Area
Digital [bit] [À2]

[4] Latch D 7 5E3
[9] Gate capacitance A - 0
[15] Capacitor A - -
[7] - - - 3E3

[17] Floating gate A 4 -
[13] Capacitor A 8 -
[11] Capacitor A - -

[18, 19] Capacitor A 6 -

Table 2.2: Design parameters of weight storage mechanisms.

2.2.4 Activation function

The realization of a neural nets activation function depends on the required output signal. In
case of binary outputs, the double inverter is most frequently used as is shown in Table 2.3. For
analog valued output signals, transconductance circuitry is generally applied. Most perceptron
implementations have a programmabie gain sigmoid activation function, in order to be able
to apply a varying number of synapses. The activation functions chip area is relatively less
important than the synapses', because most neural networks use, in general, a smaller number
of neurons than synapses.
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Activation Functions

Reference Type Area Transistors Ga.in
[).2) programmabie ?

[4) channellength modo - 25 Y
[9) Transconductance 4.8E3 13 Y

[15] Transconductance - 10 N
[7] Transconductance - 4 N

[17] Transconductance - 7+opamp Y
[10) Vjl converter - 2 N
[12] Current mode PWL - 12 or 18 N
[13] - - - N
(11) Double inverter - 4 N
[16] Double inverter - 5 N

[18, 19] AjD converter - - y

Table 2.3: Design parameters of activation functions.

2.2.5 General system design parameters

Table 2.4 shows that current mode circuits require relatively sma.ll supply voltages, and that
high speed current mode applications are possible. Only mixed ana.log digita.l implementations
have been developed that use on-chip learning. The Kohonen Learning rule is used on those
chips. The kohonen learning a.lgorithm is a relatively simple rule, and it uses loca.lly ava.ilable
signa.ls. Therefore it might be the most suitable a.lgorithm to be implemented on chip. Most
ana.log realizations are adapted to one type of neura.l network, it thus can be stated that purely
ana.log circuitry is less flexible than mixed ana.log digita.l circuits [17, 18, 19].

Genera.l parameters

Reference Type Technology Speed Voltage Power Learning
). [ILm] [MHz] [V] [Wattjsynapse]

[4] Perceptron 2.0 - 0;10 10E-6 Off-cmp
[9] Perceptron 2.0 4.0 -5;5 - Off-chip

[15] Cellular 1.5 3.3 -5;5 9E-4 NO
[7] Hopfield 2.0 - 0;5 3E-4 Off-chip

[17] Hopf.jPerc. 1.0 - -5;5 4E-4 Off-chip
[10] Perceptron 1.0 20 0;5 - NO
[12] Chaotic 1.6 - 0;3 - Off-chip
[13] Kohonen 1.6 - 0;5 - Kohonen
[11] Kohonen 1.2 1.0 -6j6 3E-3 Kohonen
[16) Perceptron 3.0 10 0;5 - NO

[18, 19) Hopf.jPerc. 0.9 10 0;5 2E-4 Off-chip

Table 2.4: Genera.l design parameters of neura.l hardware.
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2.3 Possibilities of the switched current technique

In order to estimate the possibilities of switched current techniques in the domain of neural
hardware implementations, a related technique has to be found, in which neural nets have been
implemented. The SI technique is suitable for mixed analog digital circuitry as for instance the
Switched Capacitor (SC) technique is. So evaluating the possibilities of SI techniques, it can be
compared with the SC technique. Programmability of a circuit, available in SC circuits, is also
possible in the SI technique. The biggest advantages of SI with respect to SC are its reduced
chip area and cheap production processes [20]. In most neural networks, a large number of
synapses is used, taking the bulk of the total chip area. Area reduction of the neural multiplier
and weight storage by using SI instead of SC would therefore be highly favorable. The design
of activation functions allows a lot more freedom of design, so the major benefit of SI being
its reduced chip area is not significant. On chip implementation of learning algorithms requires
highly accurate circuits such as offered by SC techniques. In [20] it is stated that in SI circuitry,
matching accuracy between circuit components is easier to achieve than in SC circuitry. The
attainable signal to noise ratio however, is higher in SC than in SI. It is therefore not possible
to state whether SI is suited to implement on-chip learning algorithms.

2.4 The switched current neural network design

The switched cunent neural network design has to exploit the advantages of the switched cur
rent technique. The most important advantages of switched current are its limited chip area and
power consumption. These are important design issues in synapse design. Hence, the design
will focus on the synapse (multiplier and weight storage). In order to obtain a functional neural
network, a perceptron neural network is chosen for because it is most common.
A number of system design parameters can be extracted from the reviewed chips. The re
quired weight storage accuracy is set to 8 bits (tabie 2.2). The power supply is set to 5V, and
the operating speed is chosen to be 1 MHz which is a common value for switched capacitor
implementations [11].
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System design of a switched current
neural net

3.1 Designing the forward path of a neural net

The implementation of the forward path suhsystem as shown in figure 3.1 can he a first step in
realizing a switched current neural network. The forward path suhsystem consists of synapses
and the activation function. A synapse consists of a multiplier and a weight memory. Tt is dealt
with in section 3.2 to 3.3. Section 3.4 deals with the system design of the activation function.

W'lJ.
~ Weight storage

@ Multiplier

•
net·J O,

J

• Activation function

Figure 3.1: A neural net forward path suhsystem.

The mathematical function implemented in a forward path, as depicted in figure 3.1, is given in
formu1a 3.1

Q.
J (3.1)
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N

netj L Wj,nIn
n=1

The weight Wj,1 is a bias weight, with 11 = 1. For large neural networks, the number N is large.
The chip area and power consumption of the synapse are therefore important design issues in
case only the forward path is implemented.

The activation function is nonlinear. A variety of activation funetion shapes exist. Examples
are hard limiter, sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent. Only one activation function is required for
N synapses, so more freedom with respect to chip area and power consumption is allowed in the
implementation of the activation function.

3.2 Synapse design

In an electronic neural implementation, the weights Wj,n are signed and limited. -lwum <
Wj,n < hwum, with lWlim, hwum > O. The input signals In are limited, and may be signed,
denoted as I~ or unsigned (i~). lium < I;: < hium, with liUm, hilim > O. The unsigned input
signal can be written as a shifted (by Ic) signed input signal:

I~ = I;: + Ic

The resulting sum of unsigned input signals (netr) equals:

(3.2)

net~
J (3.3)

N

=> netj = netr +L Wj,nIc
n=O

80, the resulting sum ofunsigned input signals netj has to be shifted by an amount ofE:;=o Wj,nic
with respect to the resulting sum for signed input signals. This shift can be accounted for by the
bias weight Wj,o. This means that a two quadrant multiplier is sufficient for the implementation
of the forward path of a neural net. In section 3.3, a choice will be made between a four and a
two quadrant multiplier.

3.2.1 Multiplier input and output signal representations

The multiplier has two input signals (figure 3.1), the weight from the local weight memoryand
the input signal from the former layer or from the outside. It is appropriate to implement
distributed signals as voltages. The input signal coming from the former layer is therefore rep
resented by a voltage.

The weight signal is a signal that only has to be available locally, so more freedom is allowed
in the representation of the weight signal. Switched current techniques are appropriate to mem
orize currents. It is therefor suitable to realize a weight memory by means of switched current
memory cells. A current is appropriate to represent a weight.

The multiplier output signals have to be summed in a summing node. The summing can be
realized easily by using Kirchhoff's current law. The multipliers output signal therefore has to
be a current.
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3.2.2 Multiplying a weight current with an input voltage to obtain an output
current

In this neural implementation, the multipliers oeeupied chip area is an important property.
Henee a multiplying principle that does not require V-lor I-V interfacing is more appropri
ate than principles that do. Multipliers using pulse stream teehniques belong to this dass of
multipliers .

• A very simple four quadrant multiplier is shown in figure 3.2.

Comparator
cl»m

------.---.----1
VI (t)

n

+
V ref4(t)

integrator

·

·
·

current switches ~ •

~~----i-:-'----I

\~n 't .:
>-.....1-_ V o(t)

Figure 3.2: Four quadrant multiplier with pulse stream generator.

This multiplier operates in phase 4>n. The result is available at the end of this phase.
In phase 4>m, the multiplier is reset. In this principle, a binary valued switehing voltage
(V6 (t)) is generated by an immediate eomparison ofa sampled analog input signal (Vl.(t))
and a referenee signal Cv,.ef4(t)). This switching voltage controls a number of eurrent
switches. The input weight (Iw) eurrent is directly applied to the input of an integrator.
The multiplieation result (Vo(t)) ean be obtained by integration ofthe weight eurrent.

In neural networks, an array of multipliers (l..N) is neeessary to ealeulate a sum of prod
uets. As integrating and summing are linear operations, they ean be interchanged. This
ean be used to calculate a sum of products more efficiently. Instead of summing the
integrator output voltages, the integrator input eurrents are summed. Then, only one
integrator is necessary for N products. The signa! shapes involved are shown in figure 3.3.
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~o ~ !I---O---"';""-
H iE TO =-l.·

~m L;;......;; ----i-:---1 L···,··s •
Vlo(t) ---l:--'7f--+-t'ïl~

[V] f: :
~4(t) I I

I I
I I I I I
I : I I I I

[V]t ~ 1
Vs (t) I • I I .'---';""";-!,

I I I I ,Mt I: I' I I ,

Vo(t) i~ : I I i.*".~tOt I • • ----.::......J

I'
I:
I:

l
I'
I:
I'
I :
Î.

----.
t [sec]

Figure 3.3: Four quadrant pulse stream multiplier signa! shapes.

• The same multiplying principle ean he used in a two quadrant multiplier (figure 3.4).

Comparator

+
V f2(t)re

cl»
m

V~t) -----.----,r------1

cST

V(t)
s : V~t)

: s
cl»

m

integrator

I w
~ current switches

~~-~-------L-....jrn 't :
Figure 3.4: Two quadrant pulse stream multiplier with pulse width modulator.
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This multiplier also operates in phase <P... The result (Vo(t)) is available at the end of
this phase. In phase <Pm, the multiplier is reset again. In this principle, a binary va!ued
switching voltage (V,(t)) is generated by an immediate comparison of a sampled analog
input signal (V!.. (t)) and a reference signal (v;.ef2(t)). The reference voltage is dimensioned
such a way that the binary switching voltage is pulse width modulated (figure 3.5). The
output signal (Vo( t)) is the integrated pulse width modulated weight current. Again,
interchanging the integrating and summing give an efficient way of calculating a sum of
products. The signal shapes of this multiplier are depicted in figure 3.5.

,
:1
'I:1 I: I
•• I I I

:I~I

I
I
I
I
I
I
.............-- I
I I

I

~

t [sec]

Figure 3.5: Two quadrant pulse width multiplier signa! shapes.

This two quadrant multiplying principle is verified in appendix D. Figure 3.5 shows that
the two quadrant multiplier uses a reference signa! (Vref2 (t)) with a two times higher
fundamental frequency than the four quadrant multiplier.

3.3 Two or four quadrant multiplier

In this section, some properties of the presented multipliers are summarized, and a choice made
whether the two or the four quadrant multiplier is implemented. Some advantages of using a
two quadrant multiplier are:

• From figures 3.2 and 3.4 it is obvious that the two quadrant multiplier uses less hardware
than the four quadrant multiplier.

Some drawbacks of using the two quadrant multiplier are:

• A two quadrant multiplier is not suitable for the implementation of learning algorithms
(like back propagation) that need four quadrant multipliers.
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• The fundamental frequency of the reference signal of the two quadrant multiplier is two
times higher than the four quadrant multiplier's.

It is decided to implement a two quadrant multiplier hecause it requires less hardware, and this
project only focusses on the feed forward neura! net.

3.4 Neuron design

The neuron in the forward path of a neura! net implements the activation (0 j) of the summing
result (netj): Oj = S(netj). The network uses two quadrant multipliers, so the neurons output
signa! has to he unsigned. So an unsigned acitvation function like a sigmoid can he implemented.
In order to apply a varying number of synapses, the gain of the neuron must be adaptable. In
neuron design, the consumed power and occupied chip area are less important than the processing
speed.

3.4.1 Neuron signal representations

The neurons input signa! is a voltage (Vo(t)), generated by the integration device. The output
signa! has to be suitable for comparison with a reference voltage (l1,.ef2(t)) for the pulse width
modulator for the multipliers source encoder. Hence a voltage would be an appropriate neuron
output signa!.

3.4.2 Activation funetion principle

In designing the activation functions principle, the processing speed is the most important. Two
principles will be summarized here.

• A possible implementation uses the reference voltage of the pulse width modulator to
realize an activation function [21J. This principle is shown in figure 3.6.
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Compara/Dr Cor neuron PuJse Widlh Modulator

vb (I)

" (I)
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vmax ....

vmin .. ~ .........•.............

Figure 3.6: Integration of neuron and pulse width modulator

This principle costs virtualy no processing time. The gain of the activation function can by
varied by changing the slope of the reference voltage. A drawback is that countermeasures
have to be taken to prevent the integration devices output signal (lI;,(t» from exceeding
the input signallirnits Vim in and Vimax' Another drawback may be the generation of the
reference signal, which may cost some extra hardware.

• A voltage controled non-linear voltage source (figure 3.7). This may be the most straight
forward way to realize an activation function. This solution inherently costs more process
ing time than the first principle. Advantages of this principle are: A. No preprocessing of
the integration devices output signal Vo(t) is required. B. Hardware to vary the gain ofthe
neuron is quite easy to implement in this principle. Disadvantages are: A. The processing
time of the neuron. B. The hardware is not shared with the pulse width modulator like in
the first principle. C. The amount of hardware necessary for the voltage controled voltage
source has to be implemented for each neuron, whereas the hardware for the generation
of the integrated pulse width modulator neuron only has to be implemented once for the
whole chip.
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Figure 3.7: Voltage controled voltage source neuron.

The extra processing time needed for the voltage eontroled voltage souree and the extra amount
of hardware needed for each neuron makes the integrated neuron and pulse width modulator
more appropriate in this network.



Chapter 4

From design principles to topology
selection

The reaJization principles that were chosen in chapter 3 have to he workedout to topologies of
neural hardware. The suhsystems: current memory, current switches, integrator and comparator
will he considered in this chapter. Again, for the implementation of the current memory, and
the current switches, the occupied chip area, and the consumed power are the most important
design issues.

4.1 The current memory

The current memory provides the weight current I w for the neural net. The current memory
must have the following properties:

• The weight current must he signed.

• The weight current must he maintained as long as possihle within accuracy limits as they
will he descrihed in chapter 5.

• The weight memory must have a relative high output impedance.

• The weight current must he monotonie with respect to the weight.

The fi.rst item states that the weight current must he signed. This can he implemented hy either
a hiased current memory [23] (figure 4.1), or a douhle unsigned current memory [25]. Because
the chip area is au important property, a hiased current memory is used.
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Figure 4.1: A biased eurrent memory.

The seeond item states that the weight has to be memorized as long as possible. A eertain weight
refresh period Tr is needed to keep the weight within the required aeeuraey limits. This refresh
period Tr is determined by the drift of the weight eurrent and the required aeeuracy. Drifting
is caused by leakage eurrents of the switching transistors. The weight current of a differential
weight memory [24] is in first order approximation insensitive for leakage eurrents (figure 4.2).
This means that using twice the capacity of the normal biased memory cell, the weight ean be
held for one or two orders longer. The differential memory cell requires eommon mode feed-back
circuitry to match the current sources (J i 2J ). This circuitry is not shown in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: A N-type differential current memory.

The refresh period can naturally be extended by enlarging the memory transistors gate capaci
tanee. A large gate eapacitanee means large transistors. A compromise must be found here to
keep the oeeupied chip area limited and to keep the memory eell fast enough to be initialized
and refreshed in one doek eyde (Ta).
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The third item deals with the cell's output impedance. The output impedance of the weight
memory must be high with respect to the impedance of the 'virtual ground' of the integrator.
This impedanee ratio scales the synapses output currents. The impedanee ratio can he increased
by increasing the output impedanee of the current memory, or by reducing the input impedance
of the integration device. A common method of increasing the output impedance is to use a
cascoded configuration. This requires extra transistors and biasing circuitry for each synapse.
The input impedance of the integrator can be reduced by increasing the integrator operational
amplifier's gain. This only costs circuitry for the operational amplifier, so only once for a large
number of synapses. The current memory will not he cascoded for this reason.

The last item treats the monotonicity of the weight current with respect to the weight. Defiection
of monotonicity can be caused by the non-idealities of the current memory. The main error
sourees of the current memory are: Charge injection of the switching transistors, settling errors
during refreshing, impedanee ratio errors and noise. These errors do not defiect the weight
current from monotonie behavior, (appendix E) except for the noise error. No extra circuitry is
required to compensate for these errors, but at dimensioning, these errors are minimized. The
noise error is reduced by taking the most appropriate topology (P-MOS cell), and by optimizing
the dimensions for the signal to noise ratio. The resulting topologies are given in figure 4.3. By
deleting one of the bias current sourees (J) of figure 4.2, no common mode feedback circuitry is
needed.

Mol

P-MOS version

J~

Figure 4.3: The resulting current memory circuit.

4.2 The current switches

The current switches are used to conneet a high impedance node - the current memory - to a low
impedanee node - the integration device input terminal. Some switches are shown in figure 4.4.
The current switches must have the following properties:
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Figure 4.4: CMOS switches.

• The on-resista.nce of the switches must be low.

• The charge injection of the current switches must be low.

• The leakage current of the current switches must be low.

• The errors involved with the current switches may not deflect the weight current from
monoticity.

The tra.nsmission gate switch in figure 4.4 is appropriate if the voltage of the terminals varies
over a large range. The single N-MOS and P-MOS switches can be used in case of a limited
voltage range. The voltage of the low impeda.nce terminal is constant and determined by the
integration device. As the switches are used for a limited voltage ra.nge, a single MOS switch
can be used. The on-resistance of the P·MOS switch is, at the same aspect ratio, higher than
the on-resistance of the N-MOS switch. The body effect in a N-well process is stronger for the
P-MOS than for the N-MOS, so N-MOS switches operate at a larger voltage ra.nge than P-MOS
switches. These both factors make N-MOS switches more appropriate than P-MOS switches.
The errors involved with the current switches are: non-zero on-resistance, leakage currents,
charge injection at switching instances and noise. These errors do not defiect the weight current
from monotonity, except for the noise error. The noise error can be minimized by means of
dimensioning.

4.3 The integrator

The integrator integrates the synapse output current to a sum ofproducts result. The integrator
must have the following properties:

• The slew rate of the integrator must be sufficiently high.

• The gain-bandwidth product of the integrator must be sufficiently high.

• The integrator must have a large output voltage swing.

• The integrator must be prevented from clipping.
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• The virtual ground nodes input impedance must be low.

The slew rate of the integrators operational amplifier must be sufficiently high, to prevent
distortion of the multiplication result as is derived in appendix F. This requirement can be
achieved by dimensioning the opamp, by reducing the maximum weight current and by enlarging
the integration capacitance.
The gain-bandwidth product ofthe operational amplifier must be high enough to keep the voltage
of the virtual ground within its input range. This requirement is derived in section F.1.3.
The integrators output voltage must be prevented from clipping. This is necessary in order
to keep the virtual ground nodes input resistance low. A way of doing this is to damp the
integrators output voltage (figure 6.6).

v~ (t)
~dump

mil

+
vree

Figure 4.5: The integrator.

The input impedance at the virtual ground node can be kept low by maintaining the gain of the
opamp sufficiently high. Again this can be achieved by dimensioning.
The integrator must be reset after each integration phase. The reset switch must operate at a
large voltage range. A transmission gate is appropriate here.
The opamp neither drives a large capacitive nor a low resistive load. Therefore an opamp output
buffer is not needed.
The opamp has to operate at a fixed input common mode level, therefore no requirements to
enlarge the input common mode range are needed.
A large output swing is required, and can easily be achieved by using an inverter output stage.
The gain of the opamp can he enlarged by cascoding or cascading. As an extra inverter stage
already is inserted, the gain of the opamp is already relative high, so no extra cascoding is
required. Hence the opamp of figure 4.6 is proposed.
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Figure 4.6: The proposed opamp topology.

4.4 The comparator

The comparator compares all input signal (VîJt» with a reference voltage (Y;.e/2(t». Some
important design objectives for the comparator are:

• The comparator must have a large input common mode range.

• The comparator's slew rate must be sufficiently high.

• The comparator's offset must be low.

• The comparator must be able to drive a relatively large output capacitance.

The first item treats the input common mode range. The comparators input signals (VI~(t)andv;.e/2(t»

occupy a large voltage range. The maximum input range for bidden layers is determined by the
integrators output c1amping voltage. The proposed topology is depicted in figure 4.7.

____---, ---,__---,__----.__ veld

vb~

v tn (l) -1
vren (l) --f----f----J

--_I--__----"I--__----l'--_----l4-_----l----1f- vss

Figure 4.7: The proposed comparator topology.
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The common mode input range of this comparator is limited for high common mode voltages.
For low common mode voltages, more voltage space is available. So by decreasing the reference
voltage of the integrator, the available voltage space is used more efficiently without using extra
circuitry.

The second item deals with the comparators slew rate. The most critical situation occurs at
minimum pulse width. The slew rate can be adapted by means of the bias currents (IM5 and
IM7 ). The required slew rate is derived in appendix F.

The third item deals with the comparators offset voltage. Offset voltages result in extra offset
of the pulse width modulated input signal. Offsets do not affect the monotonicity of the input
signals, so no extra circuitry is required to correct for this offset. The comparators offset is
minimized by dimensioning of the current mirror.

The last item deals with the comparators driving capability. The comparators load driving
capability can be adapted by means of buffering. The propagation delay of this comparator may
be large with respect to the systems dock period. So, in cascaded layers of neurons, the neurons
output signal is delayed with respect to the system docks (<Pni <Pm). Problems resulting from
this propagation delay should be dealt with on a system level, rather then trying to reduce it by
applying extra chip area and power. A possible solution is to generate the system docks (<Pn;
<Pm) from the reference signal v;.ef2(t). In this way, the dock is delayed by approximately the
same amount as the pulse stream signal (Vs(t)) is delayed by the comparator.



Chapter 5

DiIIlensioning the neural hardware

The dimensions of the topologies of chapter 4 have to be chosen. In order to come up with a
rationa! dimensioned circuit, at first, the boundary conditions will be determined.

5.1 The boundary conditions for dimensioning the neural hard
ware

The boundary conditions of the design have to be established. This involves the process param
eters and system variables.

5.1.1 The process parameters

The Mietec 2.4 J.Lm N-well C-MOS process is used to implement this hardware. The level 2
HSPICE [28] parameters are given in appendix B. This process supports two meta! layers and
two polysilicon layers. The polysilicon layers allow linear poly1-poly2 capacitors. These process
parameters are extracted in august 1992, so a significant deviation in the rea! parameters may
occur. In order to obtain sufficient mirroring accuracy between transistors, the smallest possible
dimensions should not be used. Therefore a minimum dimension of 4.8 J.Lm is applied at critica!
elements.

5.1.2 The system variables

The system variables concern a range of quantities such as the voltages, currents, timing, and
accuracy definition. The proposed quantities are summarized below.

Quantity amount Unit description
vdd 5 [V] supply voltage
vss 0 [V] supply voltage
Vref 2 [V] reference voltage
~lamp 1.3 [V] integrator damping voltage
Vactma% 0.5 [V] activation function's extreme input value
I wmax 5 [JLA] maximum weight current
T o 400 [nsec] system dock high period
Ta 500 [nsec] pulse width reference signa! period
Taelect 500 [JLsec] memory ce11's refresh time
TT 0.5 [msec] memory ce11'8 refresh period
Tpwmax 400 [nsec] maximum multiplying pulse width



[nsec] minimum multiplying pulse width
refreshing error
input weight accuracy
number of synapses per neuron
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Some of the quantities (VreJi TPWmin; Iwmo,:c) are obtained in an iterative way throughout the
designing process. Other quantities are obtained from literature (Ein ). The settling error (fa)
is chosen at the same accuracy as the input weight error (Ein). This implies that the worst
case weight storage error is fa +Ein. Some parasitic capacitances are not known on forehand.
Therefore some estimates are made that infiuence the system variables. Especia1ly the dynamic
behavior of the circuitry is infiuenced by the parasitic capacitances.

5.2 Dimensioning the memory eell

The power consumption and chip area are the most important design issues while dimensioning
the memory cello The first step is to decide on the memory cell type. The area of the synapse
is to a large extend determined by the memory cell's differential pair. The P-type differential
pair involves less noise and a higher output impedance than the N-type differential pair. So, in
order to achieve a comparabIe performance with a N-type cell, more chip area has to be used.
For this reason, the P-type memory cell is used as depicted in figure 5.1.

Iwill.....

V'i"""(t)
D

Figure 5.1: P-type memory cell with current steering switches.

A rational compromise has to be found for the dimensions of the transistors of the P-type
memory cell, based on the following items:

• Bias currents The maximum weight current (Iwmo,x = 5pA) determines IdM3 and IdM4:

(IdM3 = -lOpA; IdM4 = 5pA).
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• DC-operation In the analysis of appendix E, the transistors (M1-M4) are assumed to be in
saturation. A common mode output range (CMOR =1V) is required to permit modulation
off the virtual earth node of the integrator.

• Settling behavior An estimate is made concerning the wiring capacitance (Cw = O.5pF).
This capacitance determines the dynamical behavior of the cen, together with the gate
source capacitances (Cgs ) of M1 and M2. A settling error of less than 2-8 is required.
The settling error is calculated in appendix E, formula E.13. When Cw :> Cgs , the re1ative
error limit value equals Es < 2e-Tr / T

• In case oflinear settling, the constraint for the cell's
dominant time constant (r) becomes r < ln(;Ti/2)" Monotonic settling is easily achieved
with this type of memory cen, provided the on resistance of the switches is low enough.
By taking minimum sized N-MOS switches, this condition is satisfied.

• Refresh cycle The refresh cycle depends on the reverse biased diode leakage current and
the charge injection through Mi's drain modulation. The injected charge also depends
of the overlap capacitances. They can be calculated from the layout, so these effects are
simulated in section 6.0.2. In general it can be stated that, the larger the gate-source
capacitances, the longer the memorized weight current is maintained within its accuracy
limits.

• Noise and mismatch Both noise and mismatch are reduced by taking larger transistors
(WL large).

• Output conductance The output conductance of the memory cen can be made smaller by
using longer transistors.

• Switches The switches (Msl..Ms8) are minimum sized: W = L = 2.4 J.t. In this way,
the charge injection and the capacitive loading of the switches 's controlling circuitry is
minimized.

The dimensions of the memory cen are given in table 5.1. The dimensions are chosen through
hand calculations (appendix G) and HSPICE simulations.

Table 5.1: Dimensions differential memory cen
I Differential memory cell ]

Transistor W L unit
MI 42 7.2 J.tm
M 2 42 7.2 J.tm
M 3 24 4.8 J.tm
M 4 4.8 24 J.tm

5.3 Dimensioning the integrator

The complete integrator scheme with output sampling circuitry is given in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Complete integrator seheme with output sampling circuitry.

The power consumption and settling behavior are the most important design issues. The fol
lowing items are taken into account:

• The integration capacitor. The integration capacitor (Cl) depends on the number of synapses
(N), the maximum multiplying pulse width (Tpwmazo), the clamping voltage (Vclamp) and
the activation function's extreme input value (Vactma.,)' as is shown in formula F.5.

• DC-operation The transistors of the integrator's opamp are assumed to be in saturation.

• The output stage current. The output stage current (IdM7) is dependent on the required
slew rate (SR) and the output stages load capacitance.

• The settling behavior. For the integrator, as for the memory cell, monotonie settling is
required. It can be achieved by keeping the non-dominant poles 4(Ao + 1) from the
dominant pole. In this way, the closed loop system of the integrator or the unity-gain
opamp only contains rea! poles.

• Noise and mismatch. In order to reduce the noise and the mismatch, the transistors have to
be taken as large as possible. The noise figure of the opamp is predominantly determined
by the first stage. Because of their better noise behavior and higher voltage gain, a P-type
input differential pair is used again. As the opamp is a part of a feed-back loop, the
open loop gain is not a critical parameter. Therefore the channellength of transistor M6
is set to it's minimum value (L6 = 2.4JLm). This is necessary to achieve the monotonie
settling as M6's gate-source capacitance is minima!. In order to achieve maximum input
and output common mode ranges, the saturation voltage of the current source transistors
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(for instance JK'PVv"i7L7) should be as small as possible. Therefore transistors M5 and
M7 are a!so implemented with minimum channellengths.

• Clamping transistors and charge dumping transistors. The matching of the c1amping tran
sistors ( Mell j Mcl2 ) is not critica! as the c1amping voltage (Velam'P) is a compressed func
tion (square root) of the transistors dimensions and the function is a worst case nmction for
which either the exact result is non-critica! - outside the extrema of the activation function
- or sufficient margin is applied - in norma!linear use of the integrator. Minimum length
sized transistors are used to assure that the c1amping diodes are as fast as possible, so that
the modulation of the virtua! ground node is minima!. The transistors widths should be
large enough to keep the output voltage within the limits of Velam'P at the largest possible
current (NIwmaz ). The dumping transistor's ( M sI j M s2 ) width have to be wide enough
to de-charge the integration capacitor (C]) fast enough.

• Sampling circuitry. The sampling circuitry consists of the sampling switches ( M s3 j M s4 )

and the sampling capacitor (Cs). The sampling switches are minimum sized. The sampling
capacitor must be large enough to hold the integrator's output voltage for a pulse width
reference signa! period (500 nsec). The larger the sampling capacitor, the smaller the
offset voltage caused by the sampling.

The dimensions of the integrator are given in table 5.2. The dimensions are chosen through
hand ca!culations (appendix G) and HSPICE simulations.

Table 5.2: Dimensions integrator
Integrator

Transistor W or other L unit
MI 9.6 4.8 p,m
M 2 9.6 4.8 p,m
M 3 4.8 4.8 p,m
M4 4.8 4.8 p,m
M s 16 2.4 p,m
M 6 96 2.4 p,m
M 7 96 2.4 p,m

M rn 4.8 4.8 p,m
M rv 12 4.8 p,m
Mcll 64 2.4 p,m
Mcl2 64 2.4 p,m
Md 32 2.4 p,m
M s2 32 2.4 p,m
M s3 2.4 2.4 p,m
M s4 2.4 2.4 p,m
Cl 2.0 - pF
Cc 0.4 - pF

Cs 0.2 - pF

IMs 10 - p,A
IM7 60 - p,A
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5.4 Dimensioning the comparator

The comparator's topology is depicted in figure 5.3.

-------,r--------.----r--..........-- veld

V tn (t) -1
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Vs (t) Vs(t)

Figure 5.3: The comparator topology.

The following items are taken into account:

• Bias currents. The comparators bias currents (IM5; IM7) are determined by the comparator
slew rate (SRcomp), as derived in appendix F. The rise and fall time of the inverters is
not taken into account. This can be done as they are much smaller than those of the
comparator.

• DC-operation. The comparator's transistors are assumed to be in saturation. In order to
obtain a large common mode input range of 2~lamp, the (W/ L) of input differential pair
(MI; M2) and the bias current source (M5) has to be sufficiently large to obtain a small
lI~s - Vrll·

• Noise and mismatch. The noise ofthe comparator is minimized by using the topology with
a P-type input differential pair. Further more, the length of the input transistors has been
taken larger than minima! (Ll = L2 =4.8J.lm) to provide sufficient current matching. The
offset of the differential pair due to channel length modulation is minimized: The drain
voltages of MI and M2 are fitted to be equal at the trip point of the comparator.

• The settling behavior. The settling behavior of the comparator is not important as the
comparator's output is buffered by inverters.

The dimensions of the comparator are given in table 5.3. The dimensions are chosen through
hand calculations (appendix G) and HSPICE simulations.
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Transistor W L unit
MI 72 4.8 p,m
M 2 72 4.8 p,m
M 3 9.6 4.8 p,m
M 4 9.6 4.8 p,m
Ms 96 2.4 p,m
M 6 19.2 4.8 p,m
M7 96 2.4 p,m
Ms 16 2.4 p,m
Mg 48 2.4 p,m
MlO 16 2.4 p,m
Mn 48 2.4 p,m

Table 5.3: Dimensions comparator.
I Comparator I



Chapter 6

Layouts and simulations of the
extracted circuits

The neural hardware is drawn using the DALI [27] layout tooI. The extractions of the circuit are
made using the Space extraction program [29]. During the layout process, the fonowing rules
are taken into account.

• Digital controllines are prevented from crossing sensitive analog circuits.

• Separate digital and analog voltage supplies are used.

• The transistors that require matching are realized as matched structures.

The memory cell's chip area is the most important design issue. Therefore, a maximum
number of stacked layers are used for the connections. The memory cens are arranged in a
matrix, so the connections have to be transparent to up-down and left-right shifting (abutment).
The layout of one memory cen with controllogic is given in figure 6.1. The mask colors are, from
black to white: contact or via; meta12; metall; polyl and p-bulk, n-well is shaded. The layout
of the memory cen measures 176 x 358pm2• The upper part of the cen shows the differential
memory cen with its matched pair. The lower part contains the current switches and control
logic.
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Figure 6.1: Layout of memory cello

6.0.1 Memory eell: simulation

The DC requirements are addressed by means of measuring the output current as a function of
the output voltage. The dominant time constant is measured by applying a current step at the
memory cello The total power consumption of the memory cell is 55J.LW. The results of the spice
simulations are compared to the values calculated by hand (section G.2) given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1: Constraints differential memory cello
Differential memory ceil

Formula hand spice condition unit
( G.1 ) 1045 0.93 < 1.5 V
( G.2 ) 4.06 2.88 > 2.50 V
(GA) 37 76 < 80 nsec

The extracted dominant time constant of the memory cell is larger than the by hand calculated
one. This is caused by the fact that the parasitic capacitances are taken into account and the
smal! signal parameters of the simple MOS equations deviate from the more accurate spice
modeIs. The simulated common mode output range (CMOR) of the memory cell is CMOR =
1.95V. The simulated results meet the constraints.
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6.0.2 Diseharging of the memory eell

The discharging and charge injection by drain voltage modulation of the memory ce1l are sim
ulated. The memory cell is initialized, and it's output current is applied to an integrator. The
worst case multiplying trajectory of section F.1.! is used as reference.
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Figure 6.2: Weight current change through gate discharging and drain voltage modula
tion.

Prom figure 6.2 it is clear that the modulated drain voltage infiuences the instantaneous out
put current. Further more, a permanent change of the memorized current is caused by the
modulation. The simulated permanent weight change becomes €s,t ~ 0.0072/ msec. This value
is obtained from a simulation over 0.5 msec. This simulation is repeated with tenfold higher
accuracy. Because the same results occured, the accuracy of the simulation is assumed suffi
cient. In order to maintain an 8 bit accurate weight current, the refreshing cycle time has to
be Tr < 2-8 /0.0072 msec = 0.54 msec. This value is in accordance with the required refreshing
cycle time (Tr = 0.5 msec) in section 5.1.2. The current transfer characteristic of the memory
eell is given in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Weight current transfer function.

The output current [wout has a small offset (-50 nA). This offset is caused hy the non-zero
output conductance of the current souree M3. The charge injection on the gates of MI and
M2 modulates voltage of the common souree node. Due to the non-zero output conductance
of transistor M3, the output current [wout has a offset. On a system level this offset does not
infiuence proper operation as long as the output current [wout is monotonie with respect to the
input weight current (Iwin).

6.1 Integrator: layout

The integrator's circuit is depicted in figure 5.2. The opamp of the integrator has small sized
input transistors. Therefore, no matched structures are used. The mask colors are, from hlack
to white: contact or viaj meta12j metallj polylj poly2 and p-bulk, n-well is shaded. The layout
of the integrator is given in figure 6.4. The layout measures 186 X 309 p,m2 • The integration
capacitance Cl can he recognized in the lower part of the layout. The upper part contains the
operational amplifier.
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Figure 6.4: Layout of the integrator.

The integrator consists of an operational amplifier and feedback circuitry. The extracted opamp
is simu1ated first.

6.1.1 Oparnp: simulation

The De constraints of the opamp are verified. The opamp's output range is determined in a
unity feedback configuration. The opamp's common mode input range is measured with input
terminals connected together, and with the output terminal at the reference voltage. The results
are given in Table 6.2. The simulated common mode input range equals eMIR = 3.78 V. The
simu1ated output range equals eMOR = .4 .27 V. Both values meet the constraints. The total
power consumption of the integrator is approximately 0.3 mW. Subsequently, an AC analysis is
done. The resulting open loop transfer funetion is given below.
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Figure 6.5: Hspice simulation result opamp.

The poles ean be determined from this transfer funetion. The tested constraints are summarized
in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Constraints integrator: opamp
Opamp

Formula hand spice condition hand spice unit
(G.5 ) 2.5 < 2.95 3.19 V
(G.6 ) 1.5 > 0.65 -0.59 V
(G.8 ) 0.70 > 0.37 0.45 V
(G.9 ) 3.30 < 4.58 4.72 V

( G.H ) 25 25 > 20 V / Jlsec
( G.19 ) 393 122 > 183 158 Mrad/sec

Table 6.2 shows that most of the constraints are fulfilled, exeept for ?? Instead of a phase
margin of 77 degrees, required for monotonie settling the phase margin is 73 degrees. So, some
overshoot must be taken into account in the settling behavior.

6.1.2 Integrator: simulation

The clamping voltage of the diodes, and the modulation of the virtual ground node is verified in
the following simulation. A maximum integrator input eurrent (NIwmax ) pulse is applied to the
integrator. The voltage of the virtual ground node (node 3) and sampled output voltage (node
4) is depicted in figure 6.6. The input eurrent is depicted in the lower part.
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Figure 6.6: Hspice result clamping voltage.

The clamping voltage derived from figure 6.6 equals Vclamp- = 1.14 V for a minimal output
voltage and Vclamp+ = 1.18 V for maximal output voltage. The difference is caused by the body
effect ofthe clamping transistors. The peak value around t = 1.2JLsec is caused by the integrator
showing large signal behavior. Both values are at the safe side ofthe assumed clamping voltage
of Vclamp = 1.3 V.

The simulated voltage modulation on the virtual ground node equals 0.97V. This meets the
constraints (CMIR = 1 V), but the range is not symmetrical around VreJ (from 1.46 V to 2.43
V ). The peak values around t = 1.50 JLsec and t = 2.50 JLsec are caused by the dumping of the
integrator capacitance (Cl)' These peaks do not influence the memory cell because the current
switches that connect the memory cells are open in the dumping phase. The simulated common
mode input range of the integrator, required for the peak values equals CMIR = 1.3 V. This
value lies within the simulated opamp's common mode input range of section 6.1.1: 3.78 V.
The non-symmetrical settling behavior (for positive or negative input current) is caused by the
non-symmetrical topology of the oparnp: For a high output voltage, M7 sources the output
current, as for a low output voltage, M6 dumps the output current. The overshoot around
t = 1.2 JLsec is caused by the limited sourcing current of transistor M7 (60 JLA). Transistor M6
can source a larger current than M7, due to a larger transconductance. Therefore, the integrator
settles faster for low output voltages. It is obvious that the opamp shows large signal behavior
in this case.

6.2 Comparator: layout

The comparator scheme is given in figure 5.3. The layout of the comparator without inverters
(M8 - MlO) is given in figure 6.7. The layout measures 151.6 X 180 JLm2 • The mask colors
are, from black to white: contact or via,. meta12,. metalli polyl and p-bulk, n-well is shaded.
The bottom-right transistor (M6 offigure 5.3) is implemented as a double transistor to provide
better matching with transistor M 4.
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Figure 6.7: Layout of the comparator.

6.2.1 Comparator: simulation

The common mode input range is simulated by making a voltage sweep (period = 30j.t sec)
on the input terminals. A differential square wave signal ( period 100 nSj amplitude = 1 V)
is applied at the input. The simulation result is shown in figure 6.8. The node voltages are
V(3) = Vi"(t)j V(4) = Vs(t) and V(7) shows the input voltage sweep as a function of time.
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Figure 6.8: Hspice simulation result common mode input range comparator.

The common mode input range, determined from figure 6.8 equals CMIR=4.09V. (from -O.37V
to 3.72V) This result is generated at a bias current of IM5 = IM7 = 45 pA instead of IM5 =
IM7 = 15JLA used in appendix G. This is necessary because the by hand calculations did not
consider the parasitic capacitances. The extractor includes the parasites that slow down the
comparator. It can be speeded up by increasing the bias currents at the expense of common
mode input range. The common mode input range determined above meets the constraint of
Vre/ +/ - Vclamp. The tota! power consumption of the comparator is approximately O.6mW.
The DC-offset of the comparator can be determined by applying a DC-sweep to the input
terminals. The results of the simulation are shown in figure 6.9. In this figure, the nodes are:
7: inverting input; 8: non-inverting input, and 4: the output node of the comparator. The
normalized and magnified signals are depicted in the lower half of the figure.
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Aeeording to this simulation, the offset voltage is smaller than O.SmV. This offset is due to
channellength modulation. Offset due to mismatch is not taken into account here.

The input voltage (VIJt» to pulse width (Tpw) transfer function and the propagation delay
(Tprop ) of the eomparator is determined in the following simulation. The referenee voltage has
a triangular shape with a peak~to-peak value of S V, and a period of SOO nsec. The results are
given in figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Input voltage to pulse width transfer function and propagation delay.

This simulation shows that the input voltage to pulse width transfer function is monotonie
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within the common mode range of the comparator. The propagation delay is weakly dependent
of the input voltage, and is smaller than 63 nsec.

6.3 Synapse: simulation

A synapse, consisting of a memory cell, comparator and integrator is tested. A multiplier transfer
function is generated. The input signals are: memory cell input current Iwin and comparator
input voltage Vl.(t). The integrator output voltage is plotted in figure 6.11.

IwIn-SmuA 
IwIn_3 mu A -_.
Iwln_1 mu A······
IwIn-OmuA 
1w1n-1 mu A --
1wIn-3 mu A _._.
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Figure 6.11: Synapse multiplier transfer function.

The absolute error without offsets is depicted in figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Absolute multiplier error.

The random shape of the error voltage is caused by rounding errors of the transient analysis
(ABSVAR = 2e - 2 V). As the maximum multiplier output voltage range is (Vclamp ~ 1.1 V),
the maximum non-linearity of the multiplier (lm) becomes lm = 1.2 %.

6.4 Sum of products: simulation

Eight memory cells are connected to one integrator. The worst case reference situation of
section F.1.1 is used. In order to prove monotonicity of the sum of products, one of the input
signals (VIs) is varied over its voltage range. A triangular reference voltage with 2 Volt mean
value, 1.5 Volt amplitude and 500 nsec. period is used. The required 160 nsec. multiplying
period is generated by direct comparison of the triangular reference voltage with a 1.46 Volt
input voltage. The results of the simulation are given in figure 6.13. The upper half of the
figure gives the sampled output signal (OUT=VoS(t)). The worst case situation is simulated
from t = 2IJsec to t = 3lJsec. Subsequently, from t = 3IJsec to t = 15lJsec, VIN8=VIs is varied
from 0.9 V to 3.1 V.
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Figure 6.13: Hspice simulation result: sum of products.
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The worst case value of 0.5 Volt, is approached whithin 5%. The sum of produets result from
t = 3 JLsec to t = 15 JLsec varies in a monotonie manner, although the integrator output voltage
is clamped.

6.5 Total chip: layout

The layout ofthe neural network chip is given in figure 6.14. The chip including the not depicted
pad's measures about 3 x 4 mm2 • The 6 x 6 synapse matrix can easily be recognized. At the
top and the left side, the address selection circuitry can be seen. At the right side a column of
6 comparators is placed. At the bottom, a row of seven integrator and output buffers can be
seen. The most left combination is a test pair.
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Figure 6.14: Layout of the switched current neural network chip.

6.6 Tatal chip: simulation

The operation of the chip is checked by initializing three rows of the synapse matrix (W3 ,n" WS,n
with n=1..6) with orthogonal weight vectors, from which one vector contains zero's (W3 ,n=O
with n=1..6). Subsequently, three input vectors ( In (1), In (2), In (3) with n=1..6) are applied
at 52, 53 and 54 J.L sec respectively. The input vectors are chosen in such a way that the sums
of products calculations number 3 to 5 are excited subsequently. The simulation is done at
low accuracy (ABSMOS=le-4 RELMOS=1e-3 ABSVAR=le-1 RELVAR=le-1) to avoid a long
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simulation time. The simulation results are shown in figure 6.15.
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Figure 6.15: Hspice simulation result: Simulation of neural chip.

Signal V(36) shows the zero weight vector sum of products O=~=l W3,n1n result. Signals V(34)
and V(35) show the other orthogonal weight vector results, that are excited subsequently. As
the quaJitative result is more important than the quantitative result in this simulation, the
operation of the chip is shown.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

The designed and implemented switched current neural network will be compared to the reviewed
networks of chapter 2. For this comparison, the weight storage and multiplier (synapse) will be
addressed together.

7.1.1 The synapse

The most important design issues of the synapse are its power consumption and its area. The
design parameters of the switched current synapse are compared to the reviewed synapses in
Table 7.1.

Synapses

Reference Quadrants Area Transistors Power (1) (2) Speed
- [À2] - [Watt] % bit [MHz]

[4] 4 1E4 > 30 1OE-6 - 7 -
[9] 4 4.4E3 19 - 5 - 4.0

[15] 4 - 4 9E-4 - - 3.3
[7] 4 5.8E3 4 3E-4 - - -

[17] 4 2.0E3 6 4E-4 - 4 -
[10] 4 - 9 - 2-5 - 20
[12] 4 - 5 - 1 - -
[13] 4 - - - - 8 -
[11] 2 2.1E3 - 3E-3 1 - 1
[16] 4 18.3 0 - 1 - 10

[18, 19] 4 8.6E3 13 2E-4 - - 10
(SI synapse ) 2 10.9E3 24 5.5E-5 1.2 7 1

(1): accuracy multiplier; (2): accuracy weight storage.

Table 7.1: Design parameters of synapses

• Chip area: The designed switched current synapse occupies the largest chip area of the
tabIe. The design is not competitive to the other reviewed synapses. Some gain can be
achieved on this area by: A. Decreasing the memory cell's gate capacitance. B. Using
matched structures. C. Using separate digital and analog power supply lines. D. Using
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minimum sized supply lines. A lower weight storage accuracy must then be accounted for.
Nevertheless, the decrease of chip area will not be dramatieal.

• Power consumption: The switched current synapse has, compared to other synapses, a
smaJl power consumption. The statie power consumption can even be reduced further,
by decreasing the bias currents. In order to mainta.in the weight storage accuracy, the
refreshing time (Tselect ) must be increased subsequently.

• Multiplier accuracy: The accuracy of the switched current multiplier using a pulse width
modulation technique is comparable to [11] using the same technique.

• Weight storage accuracy: The switched current synapse provides a high weight storage
accuracy. The most important reason of permanent weight change is the drain voltage
modulation of the current memory. This can be improved in two manners: A. Using
cascoded memory cells to make the memory celliess sensitive to drain voltage modulation.
B. Using a current-to-current converter at the summing node of the synapses to reduce the
modulation. Solution A enlarges the synapse's chip area. Solution Benlarges the neuron's
chip area and power consumption.

• Processing speed: The processing speed of the switched current synapse is lower than
the speed of analog designs, but comparabie to the other [11] pulse width modulation
multiplier. The speed of the chip may be increased - using the same technique - by some
factors at the expend of multiplier dynamic range and accuracy.

The designed switched current synapse has, compared to analog techniques, a large chip area, a
low power consumption, a high accuracy and low processing speed. The relative large chip area
of the switched current synapse is obviously the largest disadvantage. It is not expected that a
vast reduction of chip area is possible, as the bulk of chip area is used for weight storage and
refreshing circuitry.

The power consumption can be decreased quite easily. The synapse's topology is suitable
for low voltage applications, so extra power decrease is possible.

The processing speed of the synapse can further be increased by using other multiplication
techniques. The pulse width technique achieves a relative high accuracy. The dynamic range
is inversely proportional to processing speed. The high accuracy might not be necessary in
neural network applications. Alternate techniques such as a current mode or transconductance
techniques might give faster multipliers with lower accuracy. The chip area occupation of other
multiplier techniques might not be able to compete with only four minimum sized transistor
switches.

7.1.2 The neuron

The neuron, consisting of integrator and the comparator, has a total power consumption of about
0.9 mW. The designed neuron - consisting of the summing node and the activation function 
is compared to the other activation functions in Table 7.2.
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Activation functions

Reference Type Area Transistors Gain
[lambda 2) programmabie '?

[4] channellength modo - 25 Y
[9] Transconductance 4.8E3 13 Y

[15] Transconductance - 10 N
[7] Transconductance - 4 N

[17] Transconductance - 7+opamp Y
[10] V/I converter - 2 N
[12] Current mode PWL - 12 or 18 N
[13] - - - N
[11] Double inverter - 4 N
[16] Double inverter - 5 N

[18, 19] A/D converter - - y

(SI neuron) int./comp. (1) 5.5E3 24 Y

(1): Integrator and comparator.

Table 7.2: Design parameters of activation functions

• Chip area: The designed neurons chip area is comparabie to the other known data dealing
with micro-chip area. Some chip area can be gained by minimizing transistor lengths.
This will worsen the matching properties of the transistors and integrator and comparator
input voltage offset will increase.

• Programmability: The designed neuron '8 gain is programmabie by means of changing the
shape of the pulse-width modulation reference signa1.

As shown above, the switched current neuron is comparable to the reviewed neurons.

7.2 Recommendations

As shown in section 7.1, the most unfavorable property of the switched current synapse is it's
chip area. The synapse can be optimized for area by not using a matched structure for the
weight memory. Precaution measures, like the separate digita1 and ana10g power supply lines,
can be omitted to save chip area. Further more, the "AND" operation, implemented by the
extra switches (Ms5 and M s6) of figure 5.1, cau he transfered to the neuron. The "AND"
operation, that determines the multiplying phase, can be saved from the synapses chip area and
power consumption.

The most simple way of increasing the processing speed of the synapse is to decrease the
maximum pulse width of the pulse width modulator, at the expense of power consumption and
accuracy. The minimum pulse width cau be decreased by using a1ternative comparators. Other
multiplying principles cau be considered, but multipliers that require less chip area than the
applied multiplier may be hard to find. Moreover, the advantageous combination of activation
function and pulse width modulator cau not be used.

The power consumption of the synapse can be decreased by decreasing the bias currents.
This will influence the refreshing behavior of the weight memory. In this case, redimensioning
will be required to keep the memory ce11 in strong inversion at lower currents.
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Appendix A

List of Symbols

Symbol

Signals
O·J
netj

Wj,n

In(S)(U)
lWlim, hwum

liUm, hilim

tPn

tPm

tPsa.mple

tPdump

Voltages
Vs(t)
VÎn(t)
vdd
vss
Vref
Vref4(t)
Vrej2(t)
Voet)
V,:(t)
Vimin, Vima.x

Vcla.mp

Va.ct maz

Vbia.s3

Vbia.s4
vbiascomp

vbiaSint

Currents
I w

Iwma.x

J,2J
Iwin; I wout

Description

output signal neuron j
sum of produets neuron j
Weight from input j to neuron n
Signed (S) or unsigned (U) input signal n
Lower and higher weight limit value
Lower and higher input signallimit value
Multiplying phase
Reseting phase
Sampling phase integrator output signal
Dumping phase integration capacitor

pulse stream signal
Sampled voltage input signal n
Supply voltage
Supply voltage
Reference voltage
Reference voltage for four quadrant multiplier
Referenee voltage for two quadrant multiplier
Multiplication result
Sampled multiplication result
Lower and higher input voltage limit value
Integrator c1amping voltage
Activation function's extreme input value
Bias voltage transistor M3 memory een
Bias voltage transistor M4 memory cen
Bias voltage comparator
Bias voltage integrator

Weight eurrent
Maximum weight current
Bias eurrents weight memory
Memory cen refresh and output current



Timing
To
Ta

TIlelect

Tr

TPWmaz

TPWmin

T prop

Tpw

System dock (<Pn) high period
Pulse width reference signa! period
Memory cell's refresh time
Memory cell's refresh period
Maximum multiplying pulse width
Minimum multiplying pulse width
Propagation delay comparator
Pulse width of pulse width modulated signa! (Va(t))
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System requirements
la Refreshing error
Ein Input weight accuracy
CMOR Common mode output range
CMIR Common mode input range

Various
Cw
Cgil

Cl
Cs
Mx
T

WjL
Kp

SR
Aa
Po
N

Wiring capacitance of memory cell input
Gate-source capacitance of MOS-transistor
Integration capacitor
Sampling capacitor
Transistor number x
Dominant time constant memory cell
Width and length of channel MOS transistor
K-factor MOS-transistor
Slew rate
De gain opamp
Dominant pole opamp
Number of synapses per neuron
Maximum non-linearity multiplier
Drain-source current through transistor number x



Appendix B

SPICE parameters

The Mietee 2.4 p.m N-well C-MOS process:

.MODEL N30 NMOS( LEVEL=2 TOX=42.5N XJ=O.3U
+VTO=O.85 NSUB=1.16E15 DELTA=1.43 LAMBDA=O.046 NFS=2.64Ell
+UO=620 UCRIT=5.2E4 UEXP=O.104 LD=OU WD=O.lU
+RSH=33.36 JS=lE-3 DELL=OU AF=l KF=l.OE-28
+CGSO=O.8E-IO CGDO=O.8E-IO PB=O.8 FC=O.5 DW=OU
+CJ=O.9E-4 MJ=O.5 CJSW=3.3E-IO MJSW=O.33)

.MODEL P30 PMOS( LEVEL=2 TOX=42.5N XJ=O.05U
+VTO=-O.85 NSUB=9.3E15 DELTA=1.93 LAMBDA=O.027 NFS=1.36Ell
+UO=210 UCRIT=9.4E4 UEXP=O.286 LD=O.25U WD=O.2U
+RSH=350 JS=1E-3 DELL=OU AF=l KF=3.0E-30
+CGSO=2.8E-IO CGDO=2.8E-IO PB=O.8 FC=O.5 DW=OU
+CJ=3.2E-4 MJ=O.5 CJSW=4.0E-IO MJSW=O.33)



Appendix C

Grading the neural hardware

C.I Transconductance mode circuits

• Cascaded VLSI Neural Network Building Block Chips are described by [4], and consist
of two types of chips. The first type contains a 31 X 32 synapse matrix and 32 neurons,
the second type only contains a 32 X 32 synapse matrix. The chips are fabricated using
a 2- micron Complementary MOS (CMOS) technology. The multiplier is a 7- bit Multi
plying Digital-to-Analog Converter, and takes an area of about 100 X 200 micron, and 30
transistors. The variabie gain activation function uses a MOS transistors channel-Iength
modulation to shape the activation function. The activation function takes 25 transistors.
Weights are stored on chip using digitallatch memory devices. A 7 bit latch memory takes
about 100 x 200 micron. Two types of learning algorithms have been implemented in a
chip-in-Ioop configuration (off chip learning). Cascade Backpropagation requires weight
accuracy of at least 10 bits. This accuracy is obtained (12- 13 bits) by paralleling a synapse
chip with adapted synapse gain to the synapse part of the neuron chip. Also an 7 x 7 as
signment problem was implemented on 4 chips. The 49 neurons with 2401 synapses (fully
connected) were trained to solve an optimization problem in a winner-take-all manner.
The synapses require voltage supplies of 0 and 10 Volt and one synapse dissipates 10E-6
Watt maximum.

• The VLSI design of compact and high precision analog neural network processors, built
in a 2 micron CMOS process is presented in [9]. An improved Gilbert multiplier is used
as synapse. It takes 1l0times160 micron area, and 19 transistors. The accuracy of the
synapse is 5%. The synapses multiplying result is summed in a V-I converter and applied to
an activation function with a programmabie gain. The activation function takes an area of
120 x 160 micron and 13 transistors, the V-I converter 120 x 60 micron. Weights are stored
8 bits accurate as charges on the gates ofthe multiplier input transistors. Backpropagation
learning and competitive learning is implemented in an off-chîp learning algorithm. The
entire chip using 400 synapses operated at a speed of 4 MHz. The supply voltage is +/
5 Volt, power consumption is not known.

• A 16 neuron cellular neural network in a 1.5 micron technology is described in [15]. A
transconductance multiplier is used consisting of 4 transistors. This multiplier only has to
multiply with +/-1, and input range is chosen so that distortion may be neglected. The
activation function is realized with an Operational Transconductance Amplifier (OTA)
used as a comparator. It consists of 10 transistors, and occupies an area of 90 x 50
micron. Analog weight storage is used as a capacitor voltage. The weight update circuit
is implemented off-chip. The capacitor voltage is converted to a current by an OTA, it
takes 7 transistors, and 60 x 50 micron area. No learning rule is realized on chip. The
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chip operates at a maximum dock rate of 3.3 Mhz. Using a +/- 5 Volt supply voltage,
one neuron uses 9E-4 Watt. One cellular neuron occupies an area of 290 x 275 micron.

• A Hopfield type neural net is fabricated [7] in a 2 micron CMOS process. A multiplier
adder is designed, using an operational amplifier and 2(n+1) transistors for n weights.
A 16 input multiplier-adder takes an area of about 0.18 mm2 • The activation function
consists of a double inverter (4 transistors). lts gain can not be programmed. Weights
storage and learning algorithm are implemented off-chip. The chip uses a voltage supply
of 0 and 5 Volt, and 5E-3 Watt for 16 synapses and a neuron.

• A commercial available analog neural network using "floating gate" non-volatile analog
memory [17] is realized in a special 1.0 micron CMOS process. This special technology
supports the floating gates structures. The chip can implement a Hopfield and a one or
two layer perceptron neural network. The synapses are modified Gilbert multipliers. One
multiplier takes 6 transistors induding the two "floating gate" transistors and occupies an
area of 41.6x48.3 micron. It dissipates about 2E-4 Watt. No data concerning the accuracy
is available. The activation function is implemented as a modified differential amplifier.
lts gain can be programmed. It consists of 7 transistors and an operational amplifier.
Weights are stored as charges on the "floating gates". The charges are programmabie and
non-volatile, so no refresh circuitry is needed. An approximate accuracy of 4 bits (6-7%)
is obtained. No learning algorithm is implemented on chip. The supply voltage ofthe chip
is +/- 5 Volt.

C.2 Current mode circuits

• A neural network with fixed weights is presented in [10]. The multiplier is implemented as
a transconductance amplifier (voltage to current) with a constant transconductance. The
multiplier takes 9 transistors, and the circuits area depends on the weight and required
accuracy. The activation function is a fixed current to voltage converter consisting of
only 2 transistors. Weights are a ratio of transistor widths. Weight accuracy of 2-5 %
is achieved. No learning scheme is possible as the network has constant weights. The 20
synapses and 5 neurons chip is fabricated using a 1 micron technology. The supply voltage
is 5 Volt, the processing bandwidth is 20 MHz.

• Chaotic neurons with a Nagumo-Sato model and an Aihara model activation functions
are implemented in a 1.6 micron CMOS technology [12]. Multiplication is achieved at 1%
accuracy by means of tunable transconductance amplifiers using 5 transistors each. The
activation functions are realized with 0.2% accuracy using a piecewise-linear CMOS circuit
strategy in the current domain. The Nagumo-Sato model takes 12 transistors, the Aihara
model takes 18 transistors. Neither weight storage nor learning rules are implemented
on chip. The neurons operate at a 3 volt Voltage supply and occupy 0.096 mm2 for the
Nagumo-Sato model and 0.255 mm2 for the Aihara model respectively.

C.3 Mixed analog digital circuits

• A modular cascadable Kohonen Neuron chip is realized in a standard digital 1.6 micron
technology [13]. Each chip contains 4x4 neurons, and each neuron has two synapses.
Multiplication is realized by means of pulse width modulation. This network uses a linear
activation function, thus only summing of the multiplication results is required. This is
done using a capacitor as integrator. Weights are stored in an analog manner as a capacitor
voltage [14]. This way, 8 bit accurate weights storage is achieved. The Kohonen learning
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rule is implemented on chip. The chip is able to learn at a speed of 800 input vectors
per second. The processing speed is 2000 vectors per second. The size of one neuron is
720 x 880 micron, voltage supply of 5 Volt is required.

• In [11] a Kohonen self organizing network is realized using a 1.2 micron technology. The
multiplier is using synchrone pulse arithmetic. A continuous input signal can only be
multiplied with zero or one. A synapse takes an area of about 50 x 60 micron. A sum of
products accuracy of 1%is achieved. The activation function is a double inverter hard lim
iter. Weights are stored as integrator states. The Kohonen learning rule is implemented on
chip including a winner take all circuit. A neuron and 5 synapses occupies approximate1y
60 X 500 micron. The chip operates at a doek frequency of 1 Mhz and a +/- 6 Volt supply
voltage.

• A capacitive synaptic matrix neural network is presented in [16] in a 3 micron CMOS
technology. An error correcting neural dassifier is implemented. The network corrects 3
bit errors in a 16 input binary pattern. No multipliers are realized on chip. The activation
function is realized as a double inverter switched comparator taking 5 transistors. The
fixed binary weights are stored as approximately 1% accurate capacitor ratios. No learning
rule is implemented on chip. One synapse representing a binary valued weight (+1 or -1)
occupies 16.5 x 10 micron area. The 16 neuron network with 16 synapses for every neuron
takes a total area of 662 x 468 micron. The chip uses a 5 Volt supply voltage, and operates
at a speed of 10 MHz.

• A neural network using digital interfacing and analog calculation techniques is fabricated
in a 0.9 micron technology [18, 19]. The network can be configured for time delay, feature
extraction, fully connected and feedback topologies. The multiplier is a multiplying D/ A
converter, multiplying the 3 bit input signal with a 6 bit accurate analog weight. lt consists
of 13 transistors, and occupies an area of approximately 7E - 3mm 2. The maximal power
consumption of one multiplier is 2E-4 Watt. The activation functions gain is programmabIe
from 1/8 to 1 in eight steps. lts output is converted to the digital domain by a 3 bit
successive approximating A/D converter. Weights are stored as charges on capacitors.
Weights are refreshed 6 bit accurate from external digital memory every 110jL sec. No
learning is implemented on chip. The chip uses a voltage supply of 5 Volt, and operates
at a dock speed of 10 MHz.



Appendix D

System design verification

D.l In detail description of operation of the two quadrant mul
tiplier

The two quadrant multiplier (figure 3.4) is based on pulse width modulation. It operates in
two phases. At the beginning of phase <p(n) at time tn, the integration device has been reset.
The weight current Iw is fed to the integration device during a period Tpw in phase <p(n). This
period is generated by immediate comparison of VI- (t) and v;.ef2(t). The reference voltage is

J,n

described in formula D.l.

{

vmax + 2«(t-treto)modT.) (vmin - vmax)
Vre f2(t) = . + 2«t-tre~jmodT.)( . )vmln vmax - vmln

•

if tref0 :::; ~ mod Ts < tref0 + 11- (D.I)
if tref0 +T :::; t mod Ts < tref0 +Ts

The input voltage (V;' (t» has a constant value, because it is held in phase <p(n). It is compared
J,n

to Vre f2(t) to obtain the pulse width modulated switching signal ~(t) as shown in formula D.2:

Vs(t) == SIGN[Vf. (t) - Vre f2(t)]
J,n

(D.2)

By setting an input signal range, a minimum and maximum pulse width can be set. The pulse
width period Tpw is the time between the points trefpwb and trefpwe . At these time instances,
the reference voltage Vre f2(t) is equal to the input voltage Vf. (t). The pulse width period Tpw

J.n
is given by

Vf. (t) - vrnin
Tpw = Ts( J,n .) (D.3)

vrnax - vmm

When an input signal range is set betweenvimax andvimin, the respectively minimum TPWmin
and maximum TPWmllx pulse width is given in formula D.4:

T . - T (tJimin-tJmin )PWman - s tJmllx-tJmin

Tpw == T (tJimllx-tJmin )max s tJmBx-tJmln

The two quadrant multiplying switching times are illustrated in figure D.l.

(D.4)
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Figure D.l: Two quadrant multiplier switching times

The integration result is reached at time instance tn +Ta. In phase 4>(m), the integrator is reset,
and the weight current is prevented from sourcing the reset integrator.

D.2 Two quadrant multiplier principle testing scheme

(D.5)

A Hspice simu1ation has been carried out on the multiplying principle circuit of figure D.2
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Figure D.2: Hspice two quadrant multiplier principle verification circuit

The operation of the input pulse stream. generator and the resulting current through switch ms4
is shownin figure D.3. The node voltages are: V(IN) = VI. (t)j V(REF) = v"ef2(t)j V(PHIM) =

J,n

Vs(t)

• TESTIN. CIRCUIT r:~.J328iUt~~t=T42ULTIPLIERPRINCIPLE
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Figure D.3: Hspice simulation results: Input pulse width modulated signa!. and current
through switch ms4.
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From figure D.3, it is clear that the current through switch ms4 is the pulse modulated weight
current (1w). The operation of the integrator is shown in figure DA.

• TEBTINB CIRCUIT rB~.J~28gUt~~t=T'l~ULTIPLIERPRINCIPLE

••••••••••••••••••••.••; •••••••••••••••••••••••••; •••••••••••••••••••••••• ; ••••••••••••••••••••••• ..: INTTBT2. TRD
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Figure DA: Hspice simulation results: Integration device output signal and output pulse
width generator.

From the simulation results of figure DA. it is obvious that the integration multiplying result
is not ready at the end of phase rIJn, due to the limited bandwidth of the integrator's opamp. A
certain delay (T,,;..c) has to be taken into account for the integrator to be settled. This settling
time is derived in section F.1.4. The result: Vo(tn +To +Td) is proportional to the pulse width
(Tpw) and the weight (/10).



Appendix E

Weight memory error sourees

The most important weight memory error sources are: Charge injection, settling time, impedance
ratios and noise. The circuit of figure 4.3 is used for analysis. The analysis is taken from [22].

E.1 Charge injection

There are two effects of charge injection that influence the stored weight current:

• Charge injection through the sampling switches.

• Charge injection through drain voltage modulation.

These effects will be addressed in the subsequent sections.

E.I.! Charge injection by the sampling switches

The approximate analysis of the charge injection of a N-MOS differential current memory (fig
ure E.1) is given here. Weak inversion effects are not taken into account.
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Veld

I~
Ml3

Figure E.1: N-MOS differential current memory

+

The charge injection of the switches occurs during the opening of the switches. The analysis
starts at the time both switches are closed, so the select voltage V( <Pselect ) = VH. The transistors
M1 and M2 as wen as M sl and M s2 are considered equal. If the input weight current is
positive (Iwin > 0), the voltage on the gate of M1 (Vgt} is larger than ~2. From time to, the
select voltage is considered to decrease at a constant slope. Switch M sl is switched off when
V(<Pselect) = Vckl, Ms2 when V(<Pselect) = Vck2. Switch Ms1 is switched off earlier than Ms2
because of the different gate voltages of transistors M1 and M2. This is depicted in figure E.2.
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Figure E.2: Switching voltage.
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(E.I)

The threshold voltage of the N-MOS switches is approximated as shown in formula E.!.

VTMsl = VTnO +1(J124>nl +~1 - v'12</>nl)
:::} VTMsl ~ VTnO + ~~1

The last equation is a rule-of-the-thumb approximation for the body effect. The units of this
equation do not match. When the transistor parameters of chapter 5 are used, the approximation
is useful in the range of source-bulk voltages from (DV :::; Vsb < 3V). This is illustrated in
figure E.3.
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Figure E.3: Approximation of threshold voltage of Ms1 and Ms2 .

The channel charge of the switching transistor M sl and M 82 before switching is given by:

QchMsl = Cch(VH - (1 + j)Vgl - VTnO)
QchMa2 = Cch(VH - (1 + j)Vg2 - VTnO)

The channel capacitance Cch can be approximated as Cch ~ WMsLMsCoxO' The switching
transistors width and length are WMs and LMs respectively. The specifi.c gate capacitance is
denoted as Coxo. The differential charge qdi/ injected on the gates of the memory transistors
M1 and M2 depends on their gate voltages:

'"(
qdi/ = aCch(l + 3" )(Vg1 - Vg2 ) (E.3)

The factor a is the portion of channel charge that is injected. This portion is determined by the
charge distribution of the switching transistor's channel (0.5 < a < 1). The resulting difference
error voltage c5~ is given in formula EA.

(EA)

The capacitance Cga is the gate source capacitance of the memory transistors M1 and M2.
Formula EA is a function of gate voltages, it can be rewritten to a function of gate-source
voltages ( E.S ) as the sources of the memory transistors are connected.

c5Vg = a CCCh (1 +r )(~s1 - Vga2)
ga 3

(E.S)

The difference error voltage c5~ causes a difference error current c5i. A small signal approximation
(E.6) can be used to calculate c5i.

c5i = gmDó~ (E.6)

The differential transconductance gmD is given by gmD = 9~t.::::2' The difference error current
must be written as a function of the input weight current Iwin. The transconductances can be
written as a function of the transistors currents (E.7).
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(E.7)

The approximations are valid for Iwin <: J. Formula E.5 ean be rewritten to a function of
eurrents:

6V: = 20: CCh(1 + 1 )«J + Iwin) _ (J - Iwin))
g Cgs 3 gm1 gm2

This can be rewritten by means of substitution into formula E.6.

. Cch 1 gml - gm2
6a = 20:-c (1 + -3)(Iwin - J 1 2)

gs gm +gm

When the approximations offormula E.7 are used, (E.9) ean be rewritten as:

C' Cch( 1)uf, = O:C
gS

1+ 3" Iwin

(E.8)

(E.9)

(E.IO)

From this formula, it is c1ear that the differenee error eurrent 6i is proportional to Iwin, so
despite of the injection error, the weight eurrent remains monotonie with the weight value.

E.l.2 Charge injection by drain voltage modulation

During the holding phase, (4)select) is low. The output memory transistor (M1) is eonnected to
the virtual ground of the integrator. Due to the limited bandwidth of the oparnp, the voltage
of the virtual ground node (Vin.int(t)) will vary. The situation oeeurs as depicted in figure EA.
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Figure E.4: Weight change through drain voltage modulation.

Thejunction capacitances (CjmB1;Cjms2;Cjm1,2) are non-linear. When the memory transistors
are in saturation, the gate-source capacitances (Cgsl;Cgs2) are weakly non-linear. The overlap
capacitances (Covi; Cov2 ) are linear. Due to the non-linearities, a modulation of the drain of
transistor MI results in a permanent change of the charge on the memory transistor's gate
source capacitances. This change affects the weight value. The effects of the drain modulation
on the memorized weight will be quantified by means of simulation (section 6.0.2). The drain
voltage modulation depends on the switching instances of the current switches and the weight
current values of all the synapses applied to the integrator. A rationa! estimate of the drain
modulating signa! is therefore hard to give.

E.2 Settling behaviour

The settling time error of the weight memory is caused by the time constants of the memory
cello The settling error (ls) is maxima! when two weight memories with opposite signed weights
(Iwinl = Iwma:z:; lwin2 = -Iwma:c) are initialized subsequently. The simplified small signa! dia
gram of these two memory cells is depicted in figure E.5.
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Figure E.S: Scheme for settling error analysis.

The following assumptions are made: The system is in a zero initial state, the settling hehavior
is linear, and the input current Iwin(t) can he switched fast enough. The timing diagram ofthe
switches and the signals are given in figure E.6.
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Figure E.6: Timing diagram for settling error analysis.
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The transconductances and capacitances of the memory cells are assumed to be equal (gmi =
gm2 = gmj Cl = C2 = C). When V"'l (t) is high, switch SI is closed and memory number 1 is
initialized. At time VI(tn-l +Tseleet ) voltage VI(tn-I +Taelect) equals

)
Iwmax ( _!ww. )VI(tn-I +Taelect = -- 1 - e r

gm

Time constant T equals T = Ct~!U. At the end of phase 4>1, switch SI is opened and the charge
on C w is preserved. At the beginning of phase 4>2, the charge on C w redistributes on C w and C2.

Current memory number 2 is initialized at a current -Iwmax • The voltage at time t n +Taeleet
becomes

I wmax ~ C w !ww. ~
VI(tn +Taeleet ) = --(-1 +e- r +c C(e- r - e- r)) (E.12)

gm w+

~When Taeleet :::> T, the part with the double exponent (e- r ) may be neglected. The relative
settling error (fa) then becomes

Cw -~fa = (1 + )e r (E.13)
Cw+C

E.3 Impedance ratio errors

In this section, errors by the impedance ratio between the memory cell's output impedance and
neurons input impedance are considered.

E.S.! Impedance ratio errors from synapse outputs to neuron inputs

In larger neural networks, one neuron is fed by a large number of synapses. The synapses are
connected to, respectively disconnected from the neuron as a function of the input pattern. The
input pattern controls the current steering switched, that are closed in phase 4>~. The network
is time variant. The non-zero output conductance of the synapses cause transfer errors of the
effective input current r:JJ(t). The situation is illustrated in figure E.7.
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Figure E.7: Impedanee ratio errors.

The output impedanees of N synapses are eonsidered equal (Go). The effeetive input eurrent is
given by formula E.14.

I" t -Eo t I
eff( ) - wout() I + E:=l Q(t/>~)Go

G,

(E.14)

with:

S(~) = { ~ if ~ = H
if ~ = L

(E.15)

The function Q(~) signals the multiplying phase for eaeh input signal. The integrators input
eonduetanee is denoted as Gi. Eaeh weight eurrent I~01Lt(t) is sealed with a time variant factor to
I';fJ(t). The multiplication result is the integrated effeetive input eurrent during the multiplying
phase (4)~). The time variant factor is only depending on the multiplying phases ~':n. eontroled
by input signals. The time variant sealing factor is a unique factor for eaeh input pattern. It ean
therefore be regarded as a sealing factor of the input pattern. This sealing of the input pattern
is eompensated for by the training algorithm.

E.4 Noise errors

The noise of the MOS-transistor may be divided into 'Ijf-noise' or flicker noise and thermal
noise. The flicker noise is a low frequeney noise signal, and is therefore largely compensated by
the memory eell: The memory eell samples the noise signal in one phase. In the next phase,
the Iow frequeney eomponents of the transistor noise signal approximate the low frequency
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components of the sampled noise signal. The flkker noise component is compensated in this
way. The expected thermal noise power spectrum of a MOS transistor is given by formula E.16.
The noise seheme of figure E.8 is used.

- 8
ItVJ) = "3mthkTjgm6.f (E.16)

The factor mth ~ 2.5 is a thermal noise process parameter. Tj is the absolute junction tem
perature, k is Boltzmann's constant. The thermal noise power spectrum is fiat up to very high
frequencies.

noise free

I~(f)

Figure E.8: N-MOS expected noise power scheme.

The bandwidth of the memory cell depends on the state of the switches. In this analysis, the
noise power per unit frequency is considered, so the bandwidth is not needed and the noise power
is not calculated. The noise output power per unit frequency of the configuration of figure E.I
consist of contributions of all transistors. The contributing noise signals are not correlated, and
their noise power contributions can therefore be summed. The noise spectrum oftransistor MI,
M2 and current souree Jare directly summed to the output. When a zero weight situation
(Iwin = OA) is assumed, the noise spectrum of the current souree 2J is divided equally into the
two branches of the circuit:

-- 8 I
I;htot(J) = "3mthkTj6.f(gml + gm2 + gmJ + '2 gmu)

This situation is illustrated in figure E.g.

(E.I7)
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Figure E.9: Current memory expected noise power scheme.

From formula E.17 it clear that the output noise power can be minimized by minirnizing the
transconductances of the circuits transistors.
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High level system requirements

F.1 Integrator requirements

In case of the integrator, the following high level system requirements are taken into account:
the clamping voltage, Slew rate of the operational amplifier, its gain-bandwidth product.

F.l.l Clamping voltage

The integrator output voltage Vuo+ is clamped at the voltage +Vclamp or - Vclamp. The activation
function has reached its extrema at the voltage +Vact ,..",. and -Vact,..",.. In order to prevent
distortion of the multiplication result, the integrator output voltage has to he prevented from
clamping if it is not desired. The worst case trajectory (Tl) is depicted in figure F.l.

...:

+Vclamp -+---------.,.......---!--------
+Vact rnax

o-~---+---------!--------

-----.
time [sec]TPWrnax

-V act _--;- -+- _
rnax

-vclamp_+: ~:....--------

'E .,'

Figure F.1: Worst case output voltage trajectory.

(F.1)

This situation occurs when NI of the total of N weight output currents with value Iwma:r: and
pulse width Tpwma:r: are applied, and N - NI weight currents with value -Iwma:r: and pulse
width Tl, As the trajectory is determined, NI can be calculated from the integration capacitance
(Cl) and the quantities mentioned above:

N
_ 2CI(Vclamp - Vad,..",.)

I - )Iwma:r:(TPWma:r: - Tl
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Although NI is a non-integer value in this equation, this value will be used as an approximation.
The total current soureed to the integrator during the middle part of the trajeetory (Itotm )
equals

I totm = I wma.x(2NI - N)

During this middle part, the voltage increases by

(F.2)

(F.6)

( ) TI I wmax ( ) ( )- 2Vclamp - Vactrnaz = Cl 2NI - N F.3

The quantity NI can be substituted from formula F.l. This equation can be solved for the
maximum weight current:

I
wmax

= 4Cl(Vclamp - Vactmaz) + Cl(2Vclamp - Vactm..z ) (FA)
N(Tpwmax - Til NTI

This maximum weight current is still a function of TI, but a minimum value for I wmax can
easily be calculated analytically by taking the derivative dlwmax/ dTI, and solving it for Tl
dlwmax/dTI = 0:

This value for Tl can be substituted into formula F.4, in order to obtain the most severe
constraint for I wmax . The constraint is checked for the system values of section 5.1.2 and
Vactrnaz = 0.5V in table F.l. In this case, the following values occur: Tl = 160nsec and
NI = 2.018

Table F.1: Constraint maximum weight.

Integrator c1amping clrcuitry.

Formula required condition calculated unit
( FA) 5 < 6.6 JLA

F .1. 2 Slew rate

The integrator's opamp must be able to track the voltage across the integration capacitance
(Cl). The required slew rate (SR) ofthe opamp in [V/s] equals

SR> Nlwmax
- Cl

F.1.3 The gain-bandwidth product

When a maximum input current step (Inetj(t) = N Iwmax l(t)) is applied to the virtual ground
node, the voltage of the virtual ground has to remain within the input range of the opamp and
the memory cell (CMIR=lV). In order to calculate the modu1ation of the input node, this
voltage is calculated back from the output of the integrator (figure 6.6) The ideal integrator
output signal is assumed to be



(F.8)

(F.9)
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() N I wmax ( ) ( )Vout t = eI rtF.7

with r(t) a ramp function from t = O. In the s-domain, this output signal can be written as

()
Nlwmax

Vout S = C 2 •
IS

The voltage of the virtual ground node can be calculated back:

( ) Nlwmax( j)Vin S = - A C 2 1 - S Po° IS
The open De loop gain of the opamp is denoted as Ao, and Po is the dominant pole of the
opamp. This function can be rewritten in the time-domain by

(F.lO)

with l(t) the unity step function. Now, the output signal is assumed to damp at a voltage of
~lamp. The input signal has two extrema:

(F.ll)
_NIwmA;r(t - ljp )

AoC] mar 0

The second extreme occurs when the output voltage damps: tmax = lI;mpC
]. In this case, the

tumo:r

opamp is in its unity feed back mode, and Vin(t) setties to zero. The extrema of formula F.ll
have to input range of the opamp. This sets requirements for the gain-bandwidth product
(IIAoPoID of the opamp.

F .1.4 Settling time of integrator

The settling behavior of the integrator is calculated from figure F.2. The conductance and the
current of the input source (gnetj(t) and Inetj(t)) are time dependent because of the varying
number of memory cell 's connected to the integrator.

t""'Pl ~lew

v .(t)
>--L--_OJ

Figure F.2: Scheme for settling behavior integrator.

In the following analysis, Gnetj(t) and Inetj(t) are assumed to be constant: Gnetj(t) = Gnetj and
Inetj (t) = Inetj' Further more, the opamp is assumed to be a first order system: A(s) = (l-~~poJ'
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with Ao: the opamp's DC-gain, and Po: the opamp's dominant pole. The output voltage to
input current transconductance becomes

VOj(S) _
Inetj(s) -

1
(F.12)

with PI = - ~':;br' the pole of the feedback loop. The system is of second order. When the
poles of the system are assumed to be widely spaeed, the poles are:

PA =

PB

I
1 1 +aocr

Po P1 net·

Po +P - POP1ÄoCr
I Gnet.

)

(F.13)

In norma! operation is pole IIPlII > IlPoII. This implies that lIpBIl > lipAll. This means that
pole PA is the wanted integrator pole, and PB the pole that determines the integrator settling
time TSint :

(F.14)

with €Sint the integrator settling error.

F .2 Comparator requirements

In order to obtain a pulse width modulated signa! of sufficient quality, the comparator's slew
rate must be high enough. The smallest pulse width is TPWmin. In order to produce a pulse
with this width, the comparator's output signa! must have switched within TPWmin seconds as
illustrated in figure F.3.
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,-----,---- vdd

________L..-1.-...I...- vss

~
TPWmin

~

t [sec]

Figure F.3: Minimum comparator slew rate calculation.

In this figure, the slew rate of the inverters is negelected. The voltage of the output node of the
comparator (Vcout(t» must have reached ground at the moment that Vref2(t) = V/net). The
minimum pulse width (TPWmin) will not he achieved otherwize. When the slew rate ofincreasing
voltages is different from the slew rate of decreasing voltages, the smallest comparator slew rate
(SRcomp ) must he:

vdd
S Rcomp ~ "::T:---

PWmin
(F.15)



Appendix G

Dimensioning the neural hardware

G.l Dimensioning the differential memory eell

The dimensioning of the memory ceil (figure G.I) involves a number of important requirements
as shown in chapter 5. The calculations that are made on this topology are summarized below.

Figure G.I: P-type memory cello

G.!.l DC-requirements

The output common mode range (CMOR) is set to IV. The body effect is not taken into account
fro simplicity. At the lower side, transistor M 4 has to remain in saturation:

J2Iwma:c TT. f _ CMOR
K

4
< .. re 2 (G.I)
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At the higher side, transistor MI and M3 must remain in saturation. At the worst case situation
IdMI = 2Iwma:c:

Vdd - J4I;ç;a:c _J4Ii:a:c > Vref + C~OR (G.2)

G.l.2 Dynamical-requirements

The dominant time constant of the memory cell occurs in the sampling phase. Figure G.2
shows the diode connected memory cello The switches on resistance is assumed to he zero. The
transistors output conductance gds and source to hulk transconductance gmbs are not taken into
account.

(G.3)

Figure G.2: Memory cell first order small signal scheme.

In order to calculate the dominant time constant, the zero weight situation is considered: Cgal =
Cgs2 = Cgs ; gml = gm2 = gm. The impedance seen from the input node, then hecomes:

2
Vwin(S) urn
iwin(S) - 1 + s2Cw +Cg•

gm

The requirement for the time constant (T) of this impedance were derived in chapter 5:

2Cw +Cgs -Tr
T = < -~-=-:-....,...

grn ln(2-s/2)
(GA)

G.2 Dimensions and constraints of differential memory

The dimensions of the transistors are given in Tahle G.1.

Tahle G.1: Dimensions differential memory cell
I Differential memory cell I

Transistor W L unit
MI 42 7.2 J.tm
M2 42 7.2 J.tm
M3 24 4.8 J.tm
M4 4.8 24 J.tm
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The constraints of the memory celi are summarized in Table G.2.

Formula condition unit
( G.l ) 1.45 < 1.50 V
(G.2 ) 4.06 > 2.50 V
(GA) 37 < 80 nsec

Table G.2: Constraints differential memory celi
I Differential memory ceil I

G.3 Dimensioning the integrator

The complete integrator scheme is used, as shown in figureG.3. At first the DC-requirements of
the opamp will be addressed.

---.L'-------- VG> dump(t)

~(I)

VII

V",f

Figure G.3: Complete integrator scheme.

G.3.1 DC-requirements

The common mode input range (CMIR) is set to lV. This equals the output common mode
range of the memory celi. For simplicity, the body effect is not taken into account. At the higher
side, transistor M5 has to remain in saturation:
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Vref + CMIR < Vdd + Vtp - J2IM5 - J2lM5 (G.5)
2 Kl K s

At the lower side, transistor M1 has to remain in saturation:

CMIR J2IM5Vref - 2 > Vtp + Vtn + K
3

(G.6)

At the M 4 side of the differential pair, the gate-source voltage of M6 has to be pulled sufficiently
high to let M6 source 2IM7:

CMIR J4IM7Vref - 2 > Vtp + Vtn + K
6

(G.7)

The opamp's output range (OR) has to be large enough to provide the required voltage sweep
of 2Vclamp' At the lower side, M6 has to remain saturated:

J4IM7Vref - Vclamp > K6

At the higher side, M7 has to remain saturated:

J2IM7Vref +Vclamp < Vdd - K7

(G.8)

(G.9)

(G.12)

G.3.2 Dynamical-requirements

The dynamica! requirements determine the bias currents (IM7; IMs) of the opamp. The required
slew rate (SR) of the opamp depends on the integration capacitance and the maximum integrator
input current:

SR - N Iwma:z: (G.1D)
req - Cl

The integrator bias currents are determined hy these output currents. The output stage hias
current has to he large enough to source the loading capacitances (Cl + Cc +Cs):

IM7
C C C

> SRreq (G.U)
I + 0 + s

The input stage bias current (IM5) has to be ahle to source the current through the compensation
capacitance (Cc). The required slew rate on the gate of transistor M6 equals SRreq /A2 , with A2

the voltage gain ofthe opamp output stage. The miller effect however, enlarges the compensation
capacitance by a factor of (A2 + 1), so the input stage bias current has to be able to souree

IM5 SRreq
-:-:----'---'-:--::-->--
(A2 + l)Cc A2

For large values of A2 , the relation approximates to

IMS
Co > SRreq (G.13)

In order to achieve monotonie settling, the dynamical properties of the opamp have to he
calculated. The second order simplified small signal equivalent circuit [26] of figure GA can he
used here.
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v ge Cc VoutI

grol vin gm2 vI

+--

J !v.m
--- c2cl goutl gout2

Figure GA: Integrator opamp small signal equivalent circuit.

The circuit has three poles and one zero. The poles and zeros can he approximated hy

PI ~ 9AAu9""t2
gm2GC

P2 ~ _g~2
1 (G.14)

113 ~ - ReOI
~ I

Zl Cc(I/gm2-Rc)

Pole PI is dominant and zero Zl is located in the right-half-plane. This zero reduces the phase
margin. It can he shifted to the left half plane hy taking

Re > 11gm2 (G.15)

In order to achieve monotonie settling, the pole P2 has to he 4(Ao + 1) times larger than the
dominant pole. Ao is the opamp's DC-gain:

A
_ gmlgm2

0-
goutlgout2

(G.16)

When the small signal parameters of the transistors of figure G.3 are used, the poles and zeros
hecome

The opamp's DC-gain equals

Aa = gmlgma
(gds l +gds3)(gds6 +gdS 1)

In order to achieve monotonie settling, the following constraint has to he fulfilled:

(G.17)

(G.18)

(G.19)

(G.20)
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The modulation of the voltage of the virtual ground node must remain within the common
mode input range (eMIR) ofthe opamp and the memory cell. The extrema ofthe input nodes's
voltage are derived in formula F.ll. The constraints involved are:

CMIR
< -

2
CMIR

2

G.4 Dimensions and constraints of the integrator

(G.21)

(G.22)

The dimensions ofthe transistors can be calculated when the integration capacitance (Cl = 2pF)
is chosen. The required slew rate (SRreq ) then will be SRreq = 20V/ /lS' The dimensions
summarized below (TabIe G.3) are chosen by calculations through hand and by simulation.

Table G.3: Dimensions integrator
Integrator

Element Wor other L unit
MI 9.6 4.8 /lm
M2 9.6 4.8 /lm
M3 4.8 4.8 /lm
M4 4.8 4.8 /lm
Ms 16 2.4 pm
M6 96 2.4 pm
M7 96 2.4 pm
Mrn 4.8 4.8 pm
Mrp 12 4.8 pm
Mcll 64 2.4 pm
Mcl2 64 2.4 pm
MsI 32 2.4 pm
Ms2 32 2.4 pm
Ms3 2.4 2.4 pm
Ms4 2.4 2.4 pm
Cl 2.0 - pF
Cc 0.4 - pF
Cs 0.2 - pF

IMS 10 - pA
IM7 60 - pA

The constraints that are explained above are summarized in Table G.4.
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Table GA: Constraints integrator
Integrator

Formula condition unit
(G.5 ) 2.5 < 2.95 V
(G.6 ) 1.5 > 0.65 V
(G.7 ) 1.5 > 0.35 V
(G.8 ) 0.70 > 0.37 V
( G.9) 3.30 < 4.58 V
( G.ll ) 23 > 20 VI p,sec
( G.13 ) 25 > 20 Vlp,sec
( G.15 ) 3.26 > 2.04 kn
( G.19 ) 393 > 183 Mmdlsec
( G.21 ) 0.438 < 0.5 V
( G.22 ) 0.439 < 0.5 V

G.S Dimensioning the comparator

The complete comparator scheme is used, as shown in figure G.5. At first the DC-requirements
of the comparator will be addressed.

------r---------r---r---.---- veld

vbiat:omp

v tn(t)-1
vren (t) ---+-----i~--'

-----+-----I-------'---....I...f--L.....;t- vss

Figure G.5: Comparator scheme.

G.S.! DC-requirements

The common mode input range (CMIR) is set to CMIR = 2Y::lamp. This equals the output
common mode range of the integrator. For simplicity, the body effect is not taken into account.
At the higher side, transistor M5 has to remain in saturation:

TT. 1 CMIR V J2IMS TTdd J2IMSYTe +--- tp+ --< y, - --
2 Kl Ks

(G.23)
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At the lower side, transistor M1 has to remain in saturation:

CMIR J2IM5Vref - 2 > Vtp + Vtn + K
3

(G.24)

In order to minimize the offset voltage of the comparator caused by channel length modulation,
the drain voltages of MI and M2 have to be equal at the trip point:

(G.25)

G.S.2 Dynamical requirements

Only the large signa.l dynamica! requirements are taken into account. The bias currents IM7

and IM5 have to be large enough to provide the desired slew rate:

[M5 Vref - eMIR - Vtp__ > 2

Cgs6 TPWmin

[M7 Vdd
-=-----'-..:.........,,-:-- > =--
Cgs8 + Cgs9 TPWmin

G.6 Dimensions and constraints of the comparator

(G.26)

(G.27)

The dimensions of the transistors Can be ca.lculated according to the requirements above. The
common mode input range (CMIR) is set to CMIR = 2.6V. The dimensions of the elements
are summarized in Table G.5.

Table G.5: Dimensions comparator.
I Comparator I

Element W or other L unit
MI 72 4.8 J.Lm
M 2 72 4.8 J.Lm
M3 9.6 4.8 Ilm
M 4 9.6 4.8 J.Lm
M s 96 2.4 Ilm
M 6 19.2 4.8 J.Lm
M7 96 2.4 J.Lm
Mg 16 2.4 Ilm
M g 48 2.4 J.Lm
MlO 16 2.4 J.Lm
Mu 48 2.4 Ilm
[MS 15 - J.LA
IM7 15 - J.LA

The constraints that are used in this above are summarized in Table G.6.



Table G.6: Constraints comparator
Comparator

Formula condition unit
( G.23 ) 4.49 < 4.79 V
( G.24 ) 0.70 > 0.55 V
( G.26 ) 307 > 39 2:....-

IJ,sec

( G.27 ) 181 > 125 2:....-
IJ,sec
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